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Scope  

IFC-IOR aims to collaborate with national and regional agencies and like-minded Centres to generate 

comprehensive Maritime Domain Awareness. The enriched awareness and robust regional linkages 

would certainly bolster region’s maritime security and safety and would go a long way in building 

confidence and capacity amongst collaborating partners. To draw a common understanding, threats in 

the region have been divided into six broad categories and sub-categories thereon. The Monthly 

Maritime Security Update (MMSU) provides information on threats to merchant vessels, shipping 

industry, and other maritime stakeholders in the wider Indian Ocean Region in the last one month.  The 

incidents pertaining to following categories have been analysed for the duration 01 Jan – 31 Jan 19:- 

  Piracy/ Sea Robbery / Sea Theft 

  Maritime Terrorism 

  Contraband Smuggling 

  Irregular Human Migration 

             Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU) Fishing 

  Maritime Incidents 

Overview of Incidents 

A total of 52 incidents under various 

categories have been recorded in the wider 

Indian Ocean Region in the month of      

Jan 19. Majority of incidents have been 

categorised as maritime incidents related 

to safety of the ships in the region. There 

is a certain increase in piracy/ sea robbery/ 

sea theft incidents owing to spurt in 

incidents in Gulf of Guinea.  

MONTHLY ANALYSIS 
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The sector wise analysis has been undertaken by the Centre to assess the maritime safety and security 

situation in Gulf of Guinea (GoG), Gulf of Aden, Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal and South East Asia. For 

the purpose of analysis, the area has been d  ivided into four sectors to highlight the trends of incidents 

in the region. Nine incidents of armed robbery were recorded in GoG including hijacking onboard MSC 

Mandy in the month of Jan 19. There is a noticeable 

increase in activities of perpetrators in the month of 

Jan 19 when compared with the recent past. In the 

recent past, pirates in the GoG extended their range of 

attacks in the region. Attacks became unpredictable, 

with perpetrators often choosing targets based on 

opportunity. Attacks are also violent wherein vessels 

are fired upon before boarding. Vessels are hijacked, 

crew kidnapped, communication equipment 

destroyed and vessels ransacked. Without disruption 

of pirate groups and land bas  es of these groups, 

attacks with the aim to kidnap crew for ransom are 

likely to continue in 2019 and will be unpredictable in 

nature. The vessels transiting in GoA are reported to 

be maintaining anti-piracy measures in accordance 

with BMP5, however, one incident of suspicious 

approach has been reported in Red Sea, which may be 

a case of a mis-identification by Houthi militants. 

Some petty thefts and robberies were reported in South East Asian anchorage areas. Arabian Sea 

recorded some seizures of contraband smuggling including narcotics, arms and ammunition owing to 

presence of military forces maintaining a strict vigil for the stateless vessels. Several maritime incidents 

comprising collision, capsizing and gears failure were recorded in South East Asia owing to higher 

maritime activity and dense traffic originating from various countries. 

Piracy/ Sea Robbery/ Theft IUU Fishing Irregular Human Migration Contraband Smuggling Maritime Incident 
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The following piracy incidents have been reported in the region in the month of Jan 19:-  

 

 

 Attempted Sea Theft / Off Belawan Anchorage, Indonesia/ 01 Jan 19 

An attempted sea theft incident has been reported onboard a Marshall Islands Flagged Product Tanker 

MR Orestes on 01 Jan 19, while anchored off Belawan anchorage, Indonesia. Initially, the Indonesian 

authorities didn’t receive any report regarding this incident from the product tanker and her agency. 

The Master only notified Belawan Port Authorities about her ETA to the port for berthing. The product 

tanker was berthed alongside in Belawan Port and preliminary investigation was undertaken. 

 Piracy/ Off Benin, West Africa / 02 Jan 19. (Kidnapping for Ransom-KFR) 

A Panama flagged containership MSC Mandy was attacked by pirates on 02 Jan 19, off Benin, West 

Africa. When the ship was 55 Nm off Benin, (05 28N 002 21E) in the Gulf of Guinea, pirates attacked 

and boarded it, kidnapping six crew members.   

  

Piracy /Suspicious Approach/ Sea Theft 

02/ 04 /07 / 07/ 08 Jan 

Fired Upon / 24 /25 / 25Jan 

Sea Robbery/ 19 Jan 

Suspicious Approach/26 Jan 

Sea Robbery /10 Jan 

Sea Robbery /13 Jan 

Sea Theft /01 Jan 

PIRACY/ SEA ROBBERY/ THEFT  
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 Suspicious Approach / Lagos Security Anchorage, Nigeria / 04 Jan 19 

Two perpetrators in a canoe approached and boarded Singapore flagged vessel FSL Singapore. The ship 

was conducting Ship-to-Ship (STS) operation with another tanker Kensington. The security patrol 

personnel at the forward part of the cargo deck sighted the perpetrators. The second officer on watch 

raised general alarm and the perpetrators jumped into the sea. The crew members were not injured. No 

items were stolen. Crew reported the incident to the nearby Nigerian Navy patrol boat NNS Bini and 

Lagos Security Anchorage Area (SAA) Tactical Operation Centre. 

 

 Attempted Sea Theft / Lagos Anchorage, Nigeria / 07 Jan 19 

Two perpetrators with plastic hoses boarded an anchored tanker during Ship-to-Ship (STS) operations. 

They connected the hoses to the sullage ports of the forward cargo tanks and attempted to steal cargo. 

Duty crew noticed the robbers and raised alarm resulting in the robbers escaping. The incident was 

immediately reported to the Nigerian Navy patrol boat which came to the location and carried out a 

check in the surrounding waters. No items were reported stolen. 

 Attempted Sea Theft / Lagos SAA*, Nigeria / 07 Jan 19 

Around four to five perpetrators in a small skiff came alongside an anchored product tanker and threw 

two ropes attached with hooks onto the tanker’s railing. Duty crew on routine rounds heard voices near 

the bow and noticed the hooks and the skiff. A general alarm was raised. Non-essential crew members 

were mustered in the citadel. The Master requested assistance from the Nigerian Navy patrol boat which 

immediately responded. Hearing the alarm, the robbers moved away. The patrol boat searched waters 

around the tanker. 

Analysis 

The pirates abducted the six crew members after attacking Panama-flagged MSC Mandy on 

02 Jan 19. The crew was released after almost a month in captivity. It is possible that the 

pirates contacted MSC to make a ransom demand, although this remains unconfirmed. It is 

understood that Nigerian pirates typically do not harm abductees while they are in captivity 

to ensure ransom is paid for their release.  

Updates – MSC Mandy 
 

04 Jan 19 - The ship was sailing with 24 crew which included 23 Russian and 1 Ukrainian seafarers. 

Seven to nine pirates who boarded the ship, were armed with AK-47 and machetes. They ransacked 

the ship, robbed the crew and took six hostages with them when leaving the ship: Master; Chief 

Officer, three officers, a Bosun, a Fitter and a Cook. Replacement of kidnapped crew is planned to 

take place at Cotonou, Benin. 

 

07 Jan 19 - The six crew members were kidnapped off the coast of Cotonou, Benin. After that MSC 

Mandy was diverted to an anchorage off Lagos, Nigeria. The attackers abducted six crew members, 

all of them were identified as Russian nationals. 

16 Jan 19 - Unidentified pirates who abducted six Russian sailors contacted the Mediterranean 

Shipping Company (MSC). The pirates reportedly disclosed that the crew were alive and held in 

acceptable conditions.  

31 Jan 19 - Russian News Agency Ria Novosti reported that six Russian crew of container ship MSC 

Mandy were released, according to Russian Embassy in Nigeria. All released seamen are in good 

health. 
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 Sea Theft / Tin Can island, Nigeria / 08 Jan 19 (Stowaways) 

The police arrested three persons for illegally attempting to board a ship at Tin Can Island Port. The 

three stowaways attempted to board the MV Glovis Century bound for European ports.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AREAS APPROVED FOR SHIP TO SHIP (STS) AND SHIP TO RIG (STR) 

OPERATIONS OFFSHORE LAGOS 

 
As part of measures to checkmate illegal marine related activities in Nigerian waters, improve 

efficiency, security, safety and environmental protection, all Ship to Ship (STS) and Ship to Rig (STR) 

tanker transfer operations offshore Lagos are being carried out within the designated areas by 

Nigerian Ports Authority. In addition, working in partnership with the Nigerian Navy, Ocean Marine 

Solutions (OMS) operates and manages the Secure Anchorage Area (SAA) off the coast of Lagos, 

Nigeria for vessels that require a dedicated and compliant maritime security solution. The SAA is 

protected by multiple armed Patrol Boats (PBs), which enforce a Maritime Exclusion Zone (MEZ) 

around the anchored vessels to interdict and deter potential threats. 

 

More information for the shipping community can be accessed on following links. 

 

http://nigerianports.gov.ng/wp-

content/uploads/2017/06/AREASAPPROVEDFORSHIPTOSHIPANDSHIPTORIGOPERATIONSO

FFSHORELAGOS.pdf 

 

https://saawestafrica.com/ 

Update 

17 Jan 19.      An Apapa Magistrates’ Court sitting in Lagos sentenced three stowaways namely, 

Henry Eluemezie, John Eje and Samson Erukubami to three months imprisonment for boarding a 

vessel without purchasing ticket at the Tin Can Island Port. According to the Court, the offences are 

punishable under sections 412 and 400 of the Criminal Law of Lagos State of Nigeria 2015. 

The defendants pleaded guilty to the charges. The accused were sentenced to three months 

imprisonment. 

http://nigerianports.gov.ng/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/AREASAPPROVEDFORSHIPTOSHIPANDSHIPTORIGOPERATIONSOFFSHORELAGOS.pdf
http://nigerianports.gov.ng/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/AREASAPPROVEDFORSHIPTOSHIPANDSHIPTORIGOPERATIONSOFFSHORELAGOS.pdf
http://nigerianports.gov.ng/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/AREASAPPROVEDFORSHIPTOSHIPANDSHIPTORIGOPERATIONSOFFSHORELAGOS.pdf
https://saawestafrica.com/
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 Sea Theft / Ciwandan Anchorage, Indonesia/ 10 Jan 19 

A Panama flagged general cargo ship whilst at anchor, discovered that the door to the spare parts room 

was broken. The engineer on duty reported the incident to the Chief Engineer and the first officer. Upon 

inspection, spare parts of the generator were found missing. The crew remained safe. 

 Attempted Sea Robbery / Caofeidian Anchorage, China / 13 Jan 19 

Two robbers armed with a steel bar boarded an anchored bulk carrier at Caofeidian anchorage. Duty 

crew sounded the alarm upon noticing the robbers, prompting them to flee before they stole anything. 

 Sea Robbery / Abidjan Anchorage, Ivory Coast / 19 Jan 19 

Two robbers armed with long knives boarded an anchored product tanker. Duty crew on routine rounds 

noticed a ladder hooked to the ship’s rail and two robbers near the poop deck winch. OOW was notified 

and alarm was raised. Master directed searchlight towards the poop deck resulting in the robbers 

escaping with stolen ship’s stores.  

 Piracy / 35 NM South of Brass, Nigeria/ 24 Jan 19 (Fired Upon) 

A product tanker Levanto was fired upon while underway. General alarm was raised, non-essential 

crew members were mustered in citadel and vessel conduct evasive manoeuvres. Due to the hardening 

measures, the pirates moved away. Incident was reported to the Nigerian Navy. 

 

 

Comments 

The UN Office for West Africa and the Sahel (UNOWAS) said the Nigerian government lost USD 2.8 bn 

in revenue from oil-related crimes in 2018. The loss mainly comes from oil theft as well as piracy in the 

Gulf of Guinea. The report cites 82 reported incidents of maritime crime and piracy in the Gulf of Guinea 

from 01 Jan to 23 Nov 18. Robbery/ Kidnapping for Ransom continues to be significant threats the 

vessels transiting or operating in the Gulf of Guinea (GoG). According to the Office of Naval 

Intelligence’s “Piracy Analysis and Warning”, 146 reported incidents of piracy and armed robbery 

at sea occurred in the GoG region in 2018.  Attacks, kidnappings for ransom (KFR), and boarding 

to steal valuables from the ships and crews are the most common types of incidents with the majority 

of incidents occuring off Nigeria. There were 32 kidnapping incidents in 2018, four of which involved 

crewmembers being taken from hijacked vessels when pirates disembarked. Six out of the ten hijacked 

vessels in 2018 were petroleum tankers likely being hijacked for cargo theft (refined petroleum 

products). Most KFR operations in the GoG occur around the Niger Delta and target vessels (tankers, 

tugs, offshore supply vessels, and cargo vessels) with expatriate crew due to their potentially high 

ransom value. Mother ships have been used to support KFR operations up to 150 nautical miles 

offshore. Criminals and armed KFR groups have been known to fire upon targeted vessels prior to 

attempting to board them. KFR groups generally kidnap two to six high value crewmembers to 

include the master, chief engineer. There were, however, several incidents over the past year where 

more than ten crewmembers were kidnapped during a boarding. Kidnapped crewmembers are 

normally taken ashore in the Niger Delta region where KFR groups demand ransom payments in 

exchange for the safe return of the crewmembers. In 2018, vessels were hijacked off Benin, Ghana, 

Gabon, Democratic Republic of Congo, and Equatorial Guinea. 
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 Piracy / 45 NM South of Brass, Nigeria/ 25 Jan 19 (Fired Upon) 

Around five to seven armed pirates in a skiff chased and fired upon a bulk carrier Allegra underway. 

General alarm was raised, deck lights switched on, speed increased and crew mustered in citadel. Armed 

guards onboard the vessel managed to repel the attempted attack. 

 Suspicious Approach / 76nm SSW of Brass, Nigeria/ 25 Jan 19 

Around seven to eight armed pirates in a skiff chased, fired upon and tried to board a tanker Samurai 

underway. General alarm raised, non-essential crews mustered in the citadel and Master commenced 

evasive manoeuvres. Due to the hardening measures, the pirates moved away. Vessel and crews are 

reported safe. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Suspicious Approach / Red Sea, Yemen/ 26 Jan 19 

An anchored merchant vessel was approached by a skiff containing four personnel onboard armed with 

AK-47s and a RPG. Master activated security measures and embarked AST displayed weapons as skiff 

circled MV at 100-150 m distance. Master sent a Mayday call and informed Hodeidah Port Control 

which reported no knowledge of the armed personnel and speculated that they could be Coast Guard, 

despite lacking uniforms or vessel insignia. After making several approaches, the skiff left the area. The 

incident lasted for around 30 minutes. Vessel was reported to be safe. 

 

Comments 
Three ships came under attack in less than 24 hours off the Nigeria coast. From these attacks it is 

clearly evident that the pirates have the capability to operate even 100 Nm from the coast. All three 

attacks were attempted outside the territorial waters of any country. The pirates are normally armed 

with AK-47, machetes and use ladders and ropes to climb the ships. The attacks are attempted in the 

night time but there are reports of attempts in daylight hours as well. The fact that all types of ships 

are coming under attack also hints that the perpetrators are essentially interested in kidnapping of 

crew for ransom rather than the cargo of the ship. The pattern of attack, time and space between the 

attacks also hints that it may be perpetrated by a single syndicate. The International Maritime 

Bureau’s (IMB) Piracy Reporting Centre recorded 48 attacks in and around Nigerian Waters in 2018. 

In the last three months of the year 40 seafarers were kidnapped. 

Comments 
Pictures confirm that there were Yemeni/Arab type crew in the 

boat and not Somalis. There were no sign of uniforms, but the 

crew did have proper shirts and long trousers.   The skiff is a 

Somali style fishing skiff, though these are common to Yemen as 

well. The conflict in Yemen is currently on but diplomatic efforts 

continue in an attempt to resolve it. UAE and pro-Yemeni 

government forces have taken up positions to the south of the 

strategically important port of Hudaydah - currently held by 

Houthi forces. Saudi Led Coalition (SLC), backed Yemeni forces 

hold territory along the Southern Red Sea (SRS) coastline in the 

west of Yemen but the extent of control over this area is disputed. 

Although the Houthi threat to close the Bab al-Mandeb (BAM) to 

maritime traffic remains extant, there is no positive indication of 

any intent to do so. Historically, Houthi militants have 

demonstrated the capability to engage surface vessels within the 

area of the SRS but no attacks have been conducted against 

shipping in international waters during this period. The conflict 

continues to pose a risk of collateral damage to neutral shipping 

in the SRS -due to misidentification- as evident from the incident 

on Turkish flagged MV INCE INEBOLU (May 2018). 
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         Contraband Smuggling / Off Point Pedro, Sri Lanka// 07 Jan 19 

Sri Lanka Navy conducted a special mission to recover 114.5 kg of Kerala Cannabis in the beach area 

of Point Pedro on 07 Jan 19 . The suspects had fled the area leaving behind the haul of cannabis, 

however, the search operation to nab the suspects was continued by authorities. 

 

 Contraband Smuggling / Port Elizabeth, South Africa / 08 Jan 19 

The Directorate of Priority Crime (Hawks) seized cocaine imported from Brazil with a street value of 

54.07 Million USD in the Port Elizabeth docks. The bust was made at the Port Of Ngqura, Coega 

Harbour and netted 706 kilograms of the drug packed into one kilogram bags. The operation took place 

over a period of 12 days and the cocaine was seized on 07 Jan 19. 

 Contraband Smuggling / Selangor, Malaysia/ 09 Jan 19 

Maritime authorities foiled a bid by two fishermen to allegedly smuggle 23 kg of methamphetamine out 

of the country. The authorities seized the narcotics in Tanjung Rhu off Sepang district in Selangor state. 

The contraband has an estimated value of USD 732,630 according to local media. The drugs were most 

likely destined for Indonesia, where the market price for the contraband could be three times higher, 

according to authorities. 

 Contraband Smuggling / Arabian Sea/ 09 Jan 19 

Royal Australian Navy frigate, HMAS Ballarat seized more than 3.1 tonnes of hashish worth about 

$155 million during a boarding operation that took place on 08-09 Jan 19 in international waters in the 

Arabian Sea. The fishing vessel which was believed to be engaged in illegal activity when Combined 

Task Force 150 (CTF 150) of the Combined Maritime Forces (CMF) directed Ballarat to board the 

vessel and conduct a flag verification check.  Ballarat’s boarding team searched the dhow and seized 

hashish. The drugs were transferred to Ballarat for disposal. Commanding Officer HMAS Ballarat,  

 Smuggling/09 Jan 

Drug Smuggling/27 Jan 

Drug Smuggling/23 Jan 

Drug Smuggling/08 Jan 

 Smuggling/15 Jan 

Drug Smuggling/09 Jan 

Drug Smuggling/07 Jan 

Drug Smuggling/15 Jan 

Drug Smuggling/24 Jan 

CONTRABAND SMUGGLING 

 

http://www.navy.gov.au/hmas-ballarat-ii
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said that the boarding team conducted night-time boarding professionally and found the drugs hidden 

in voids around the vessel. 

 Contraband Smuggling / Off Khasab, Oman/ 15 Jan 19 

The Omani Coast Guard arrested 15 foreign nationals from an unspecified Asian country after seizing 

a boat containing 40,000 litres of smuggled petrol. 15 people were detained after the boat was stopped 

in Omani waters off the coast of Khasab.   

 Contraband Smuggling / Off Lhoksukon, Indonesia / 15 Jan 19 

A task force comprising National Narcotics Agency (BNN) and customs officers foiled an attempt to 

smuggle drugs into Indonesia through Lhoksukon waters in northern Aceh. The team intercepted a boat 

carrying 70 packets of crystal methamphetamine and two packets of ecstasy pills that allegedly came 

from a drug syndicate based in Malaysia. According to a preliminary investigation, the drugs were 

planned to be sold in Aceh and had been passed to the three suspects somewhere along the maritime 

border of Malaysia and Indonesia. The handover is believed to be effected in the middle of the sea from 

ship to ship, after which the drugs were transported to Aceh on the boat KM Karibia. 

 Contraband Smuggling / Madagascar/ 23 Jan 19 

Authorities seized 3.18 kg of heroin from a cargo ship at Toamasina port. Customs reported that it was 

the second drug seizure made at the port this year. The vessel had arrived at port from Mauritius and 

the heroin was found under wooden flooring in the vessel. Drug traffickers use Toamasina port as a 

transshipment point for narcotics coming from Reunion and Mauritius. 

 

 Contraband Smuggling / Gulf of Aden/ 24 Jan 19 

The destroyer USS Chung-Hoon has made her second major narcotics bust in a month in the Gulf of 

Aden. On January 24, her visit, board, search and seizure (VBSS) team discovered and seized 4.7 tonnes 

of hashish during a flag verification boarding. The suspect vessel, a wooden dhow, was determined to 

be stateless during the boarding. In keeping with standard practice on the high seas, the vessel and its 

crew were allowed to depart after the narcotics were confiscated. 

 

 Contraband Smuggling / Algeria/ 27 Jan 19 

Coast guards patrolling a beach recovered 307 kg of cocaine that had washed ashore in northeastern 

Skikda Province. Local media suggested that the narcotics, which were hidden in backpacks, may have 

been abandoned by smugglers. Trafficking is reported to be common in Algeria, which is a major route 

for trafficking drugs into Europe, though seizures of this size are rare. 

 

 Irregular Human Migration / Bangladesh / 08 Jan 19 

Bangladesh police rescued 15 Malaysia bound Rohingya refugees including seven women from 

Samlapur area of Baharchhara union of Cox’s Bazar. Police sources said the Rohingya refugees were 

residents of Jamtoli, Thainkhali, Kutupalong and Balokhali refugee camps under Ukhiya police station 

and Ledha refugee camp under Teknaf of Cox’s Bazar. According to Teknaf police, the rescued persons 

were heading for Samlapur sea beach area riding on a jeep for Malaysia by crossing the Bay of Bengal. 

 

 

IRREGULAR HUMAN MIGRATION 
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 Irregular Human Migration / Selangor, Malaysia / 11 Jan 19 

The police arrested 34 migrants, comprising 24 Sri Lankans and 10 Indians, including three Sri Lankan 

men who were members of the syndicate. It was reportedly learned that the syndicate had used maritime 

route in the Klang area to smuggle the migrants to Australia and New Zealand. From the investigations, 

it was found that the syndicate had purchased a cruise boat and was in the midst of buying three boat 

engines with the objective of smuggling the migrants to Australia and New Zealand.  It was reported 

that with this arrest the police had crippled a human trafficking syndicate network in Malaysia which 

had been operating since 2018. It is likely that the syndicate had an international network of connections 

across Sri Lanka, India, Australia and New Zealand.   

 

 

 Irregular Human Migration / Algeria / 27 Jan 19 

The navy rescued 52 migrants off Ghazaouet, western Tlemcen province. The migrants, all nationals 

from unspecified African countries, were rescued after their Spain-bound vessel broke down at sea amid 

inclement weather conditions. Algeria has seen an uptick in migrant departures towards Europe as 

European countries have stepped up anti-trafficking measures in Libya and Tunisia. 

 

 IED kills fishermen off Benghazi/ Libya/ 29 Dec 18 

A fisherman was killed by an IED when fishing off the western shores of the northeastern city of 

Benghazi. Blast fishing is common in Libya and leftover IEDs periodically kill or injure fishermen. 

 

ILLEGAL, UNREPORTED, UNREGULATED FISHING 
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 SAR / Taiwan / 02 Jan 19 

Taiwanese rescuers were alerted at around 0830 (LT) on 02 Jan by a distress message from Palau 

flagged general cargo ship MV London, reported capsized some 80 nm northeast of Pengjia islet, small 

island NE of northernmost Taiwan tip. SAR was launched to rescue 15 crew (14 Myanmar and 1 Taiwan 

nationalities). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MARITIME INCIDENTS 

 

Fire/21 Jan 

Sunk/07Jan 
Fire/04Jan 

Breakdown/03Jan 

Fire/04Jan SAR/19Jan 

SAR/25Jan 

SAR/21Jan 

SAR/Grounding /Collision/04/ 09/ 12Jan 

Grounding /Breakdown/13/ 23Jan 

Missing Ship/07Jan Grounding/ 11 Jan 

Grounding/ 03 Jan 

SAR/12Jan 

Breakdown/19Jan 

Grounding/ 03 Jan 

Fire/08Jan SAR/02/ 02Jan 

SAR/12Jan 

Sunk/06Jan 

SAR/1Jan 

SAR/26Jan 

Update 

22 Jan 19: Search for missing Myanmar seamen from MV London vessel that sank in China's sea has 

reportedly been stopped. The ship sank off 37 miles from Huanhai in northern Zhejiang Province of 

China on. Climate was   reported to be very bad while the ship was sinking.  

 

https://www.fleetmon.com/vessels/london_9218698_38928/
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 SAR / Off Hualien, Taiwan / 02 Jan 19 

A general cargo ship Panama flagged ship, CSE Wisdom Express went out of control after rudder control 

equipment failure, and started to drift, some 40 Nm south of Hualien Port, central eastern Taiwan, 

alerting Taiwan authorities on the afternoon 02 Jan 19. The ship was en route from Kaohsiung Taiwan 

to Funabashi Japan. Tug was sent and, according to Taiwan Maritime Authorities, the ship was safely 

towed to Hualien Port. 

 

 Collision / Gulf of Corinth, Greece / 03 Jan 19 

A Panama flagged general cargo ship NS Tera suffered mechanical failure and went out of control while 

maneuvering in Antikyra, Greece, Gulf of Corinth. The ship’s bow struck stern of berthed bulk carrier 

Delphi Ranger, both ships reportedly sustained damages. 

 

 Grounding / Meemu Atoll, Maldives / 03 Jan 19 

A vessel left capital city Malé for Gan of Laamu atoll and run aground near the lighthouse in Kolhufushi 

island of Meemu atoll. The incident was reported on 03 Jan 19 and officers of the Maldives National 

Defence assisted in refloating it. The vessel was carrying cargo to Gan.  None of the crew members 

were injured. 

 

 Grounding / Lombok, Indonesia / 03 Jan 19 

Indonesia flagged ferry Kalebi bound for Poto Tano West Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia, with passengers 

and vehicles on board, ran aground in Gili Lebur, east of Lombok island. Passengers were evacuated 

by other vessels back to Kayangan. 

 

 Fire / Pendik, Istanbul / 04 Jan 19 

Fire erupted on board Togo flagged ship anchored at Pendik, 

Istanbul area, Marmara Sea. Fire, according to available video and 

photos, was a major one, with superstructure engulfed in flames. 15 

crew were evacuated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Fire / Cyprus / 04 Jan 19 

Fire erupted in engine compartment of the Bahamas flagged pipe layer platform Castoro Sei, docked at 

Limassol, Cyprus. All personnel were evacuated as a precaution. Fire, reportedly caused by a power 

generator, is understood to be extinguished.   

 

 Grounding / Off Tuticorin, India / 04 Jan 19 

A cargo ship MV Kirana Naree carrying 56,000 metric tonnes coal to the VO Chidambaranar Port in 

Tuticorin ran aground on its way to the port. It is learnt that the ship was anchored in the sea a couple 

of kilometers off the port. An official in the port said that three tugboats were engaged in the task when 

the ship became afloat with a high tide. Officials reported that there was no damage to the vessel.   
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 Sunk / Hangzhou Bay, China/ 06 Jan 19 

A Chinese coaster Jie Hai 189 sank just south of Ningbo, Zhejiang province, Hangzhou Bay, China, 

after collision with another vessel. Details of collision are unknown. Of the five people on board, one 

was rescued while remaining four went missing. 

 

Missing Ship / Indonesia/ 28 Dec 19. 

Indonesian officials declared an Indonesia flagged product tanker Namse Bangdzod as missing. On 28 

Dec 18, the ship loaded palm oil and left Sampit, southern Kalimantan, bound for Jakarta. A large-scale 

search across the Java Sea has not yielded any results. Reportedly, there was a brief AIS activity on 06 

Jan but no conclusive evidence of the ship’s location could be ascertained.   

  

In late December 2018, communication with the tanker Namse Bangdzod was lost while the vessel was 

underway from Bagendang, Sampit, to Tanjung Priok, Jakarta. The vessel was carrying palm oil at the 

time. Although it cannot yet be confirmed that the incident is related to piracy, the vessel has not been 

located to date. In 2014, a tanker carrying palm oil was hijacked in a similar incident. The tanker 

Srikandi 515 was hijacked on 14 October 2014 enroute to Gresik from Kalimantan, Indonesia. The 

vessel was carrying 3100 ton of palm oil at the time. The crew was abandoned by the pirates in their 

life-raft after 13 days in captivity. They were picked up by a Malaysian fishing vessel. The tanker was 

located on 27 November 2014 by the Royal Thai Navy and Thai Marine Police off Narathiwat province, 

Thailand. Eight suspects were arrested. The vessel was renamed Chong Li 2. 

 

 

 Sunk / Black Sea, Turkey / 07 Jan 19 

Four Ukrainian citizens died after a Panama-flagged cargo ship 

sank in the Black Sea off Samsun province. The crew of the Volgo 

Balt 214 vessel included 11 Ukrainians and two Azerbaijanis. Six 

crew members reportedly died in the accident while seven others 

were rescued. The cause of the accident could not be ascertained. 

 

 

 

 Fire / Lamma Island,China / 08 Jan 19 

An oil tanker caught fire in waters south of Hong Kong's outlying 

Lamma Island, killing at least one person. At that time there were 

27 people on board, including 25 Vietnamese and two of the Hong 

Kong fuel supply vessel.  21 people were rescued after those on the 

vessel either fell or jumped into the sea. However, it remains 

unclear if more people are still missing.  Authorities have 

dispatched marine police vessels, fireboats and a helicopter in 

rescue operation. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.fleetmon.com/vessels/jie-hai-189_0_9715540/
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Updates 

14 Jan 19. Rescuers boarded the product tanker Aulac Fortune after the fire onboard the vessel was 

completely put out in a bid to find missing crew. The Vietnam-flagged vessel suffered a massive series 

of explosions onboard while bunkering, resulting in the death of one crewmember. The rescue team 

sent divers into the ship over the weekend but did not find any crewmembers. In the meantime, another 

part of the rescue team found the body of a missing seafarer near the coast of Lantau Island off Hong 

Kong. The search for the remaining victim is still underway. The investigators are of the opinion that 

the explosions were triggered from within a cargo hold of the tanker after an accumulation of 

flammable gas  

02 Feb 19.    Twenty-four people were saved while one died and two others missing. After the search 

and rescue mission culminated, Hong Kong authorities confirmed that three crewmen died in the 

incident, namely Tran Hoang Phong (born in 1986, from Nghe An province), Nguyen  

Van Cong (born in 1984, from Ben Tre province) and Pham The Dung (born in 1961, from Ho Chi 

Minh City) 

 

 SAR / Off Tuticorin, India / 09 Jan 19 

A fisherman from Tharuvaikulam in Tuticorin district who fell overboard and was battling for life was 

rescued by Indian Coast Guard (ICG). The concerned officer informed the media that the fisherman, 

Devarajan, 40, of Tharuvaikulam went fishing with a few other locals in the boat. 

 

 Grounding / Flores sea, Indonesia / 11 Jan 19 

Ferry Sangke Palangga with 83 passengers and 28 crew on board, ran aground on a reef off Marapokot 

port, northern coast of central East Nusa Tenggara, Indonesia, Flores Sea, while enroute from South 

Sulawesi to Marapokot Port. All people on board, including crew, were safely evacuated and transferred 

to Marapokot. 

 

 SAR/ Celebes Sea, Philippines / 12 Jan 19 

Three seaweed farmers aboard adrifting boat survived at sea for two weeks before authorities rescued 

them off Celebes Sea on 09 Jan 19 . They were reported missing after they traveled by boat on 22 Dec 

18 from Bongao to Sitangkai in Tawi-Tawi. According to the survivors, they encountered engine 

problem at in the evening on that day while en route to their destination. PCG identified their boat as 

“Reebok” that only has an outboard motor.  After drifting for 11 days, the three were spotted by a 

passing fishing boat, whose crew rendered assistance. The crew reported the incident, leading personnel 

of PCG’s BRP Cape San Agustin (MRRV-4408) and Special Operation Unit-South Western Mindanao 

to conduct a rescue operation. 

 

 Collision / Off Delft Island, Sri Lanka / 12 Jan 19 

A fisherman who was on the high seas with three others and had gone missing after their boat capsized, 

allegedly after being hit by a Sri Lankan naval vessel on the night of 12 Jan 19, was found dead at sea. 

The news of his death prompted fishermen in Rameswaram to announce an indefinite strike in protest. 

The fisherman was reportedly fishing with three others near Delft Island when their mechanised boat 

capsized during a ‘special operation’ by the Sri Lankan navy to prevent illegal fishing in Sri Lankan 

waters. 

  

 

 

 

 

https://splash247.com/giant-tanker-explosion-rocks-outlying-island-off-hong-kong/
https://splash247.com/giant-tanker-explosion-rocks-outlying-island-off-hong-kong/
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 SAR / Dongying Anchorage, China / 12 Jan 19 

Liquefied gas leaked from a LPG tanker at Dongying Anchorage, Shandong Province, China, Bohai 

Sea. The ship was loaded with 1850 tons of LPG, and was anchored since 11 Jan 19, after completion 

of cargo operations at Dongying. The gas leaked through a faulty valve. According to track, the ship 

moved further off to sea, away from other tankers, and a 3Nm safety zone was established around the 

ship. The tanker is manned with 15 crew, and it was understood that they remained on board. As of     

13 Jan 19, tanker was in the same position, with tug on a standby.  

 

Update: Tanker arrived at Dongying from Korea with its cargo of LPG. The faulty valve was detected 

during berthing at port and Master notified authorities and asked for anchorage to fix the valve. Tanker 

was taken to anchorage where gas leak occurred in the morning 12 Jan 19. Gas concentration onboard 

and around tanker is said to be below explosion level. 

 

 

 SAR/ Off Honshu, Japan / 13 Jan 19 

A small wooden fishing boat carrying two people reportedly coming from North Korea has been found 

off the coast of Japan’s main island by the Japanese Coast Guard.  The Coast Guard believes that the 

small craft may have been carried from North Korea by a current after its engine failed. The two men 

are conscious and were not complaining of poor physical condition. The news outlet added that it has 

not been confirmed if they are indeed North Korean nationals.  

 

 

Update: Japanese maritime authorities tried to rescue a North Korean fishing boat that was spotted 

adrift off their shores but the sailors turned down their help. The fishermen were waving a flag and 

shouting for help. But when the Japanese vessel approached, they said they did not want to be rescued 

by the Japanese. Japanese authorities then notified North Korea and asked it to pick them up instead. 

 

 

 Grounding / Off Singapore / 13 Jan 19 

An undersea cable and pipe-laying ship, the Vanuatu-flagged 

MV Star Centurion, capsized in the Indonesian waters off the 

Singapore Straits after a collision with a tanker, with no 

fatalities. The collision occured just north of Bintan, an 

Indonesian island in the Riau Islands province that sits 

opposite Singapore. 
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 SAR / IMBL / 19 Jan 19 

Indian Coast Guard Ship Rajratan and Dornier rescued six 

fishermen after their boat sunk. While on area patrol, the 

ICGS received a message from Indian Fishing Boat Bajrang 

Bali that Indian Fishing Boat Sudama Puri with seven crew 

members had sunk near National IMBL. The Dornier aircraft 

sighted six persons floating in water about 06 Nm away from 

the reported position and the same was relayed to ship. ICGS 

Rajratan rushed to the spot and rescued the survivors. Six of 

the boat crew were rescued while the remaining one crew was 

untraceable and is still missing. 

 

 

 Breakdown / Philippines / 19 Jan 19 

Ferry Melrivic 2 with 126 passengers and crew, and 14 

vehicles on board, suffered engine failure in the morning of 

19 Jan while en route from Isabel town, western Leyte Island, 

to Danao city, Cebu island, Philippines. Disabled ferry began 

to drift, being north of Camotes islands. Philippines Navy 

and CG managed to evacuate all passengers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 SAR / Karwar, India / 21 Jan 19 

Eight people died after a boat capsized in Kali River near Karwar Bridge in Karnataka on 21 Jan 19. At 

least 17 people were safely rescued by the Indian Navy and Coast Guard officials after the ferry boat 

carrying about 26 persons capsized near Karwar Bridge. Indian Navy confirmed that out of the                 

26 persons reported to be onboard, 17 have been rescued. Eight bodies were later recovered.  

 

 Sunk / Taiwan Strait / 21 Jan 19 

 

China flagged cargo ship Zhongxing 689 issued distress 

signal  in Zhangzhou waters, Fujian province, Taiwan Strait, 

reporting sinking and requesting immediate assistance. SAR 

was launched by Fujian Maritime Safety Administration, 

with deployment of SAR ships, helicopters and nearby 

cargo and fishing vessels. As per reports, out of the 12 crew 

on board, 11 were rescued while one was reported missing. 

The ship is understood to have sunk. 
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 Fire / Kerch Strait / 21 Jan 19 

Ten crew members were found dead and 14 rescued after 

two ships caught fire in the Kerch Strait near Crimea. The 

Russian ministry officials said that the crew members were 

observed jumping into the sea to escape the blaze. Both 

cargo ships were under the Tanzanian flag – Candy (Venice) 

and Maestro – and had a combined total of 31 crew 

members. Of them, 16 were Turkish citizens and 15 from 

India. A search was underway for seven missing crew 

members. It was reported to be stormy conditions in the sea 

when the incident occured.   

 

 

 

 Broke off Mooring / Singapore Strait/ 23 Jan 19 

Mongolia flagged product tanker Eastern Glory drifted onto 

Barelang Bridge, southern Batam Island, Riau Islands, 

Singapore Strait, after she broke off her moorings or anchor. 

Superstructure was partially drawn under the bridge, with 

visible damages to upper navigational deck and mast. The 

ship was arrested on 04 Sep 18, for illegal oil trade, and is 

still under arrest, in ballast. 

 

 

 SAR / Off Mumbai / 25 Jan 19 

 

The Maritime Operations Centre, Mumbai, India received 

information about a missing Seabird class sailing boat with  

five security personnel embarked. It was intimated that the 

boat was likely to have capsized off Prongs Lighthouse 

whilst sailing from Marve, Malad to Army Yachting Node 

at Colaba. The Western Naval Command immediately 

launched its night capable Sea King 42C helicopter from 

INS Shikra for search and rescue. The helicopter, using 

night vision, located all six survivors in pitch dark night 

conditions, winched them up and returned to INS Shikra. 

All six survivors were thereafter taken to naval hospital 

INHS Asvini for medical examination. 
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 The Indian warship Sunayna escorted a WFP dhow transporting 360 tons of food aid from 

Bossaaso to Berbera, in northern Somalia.  Over 1.5 million people face acute levels of food insecurity 

in Somalia, and 2.6 million are internally displaced.  The European Union has been at the forefront of 

providing a response to this situation over the past decade. This is for the first time that the Indian Navy 

has worked alongside the European Union in this manner. As of 8 January 2019, EU NAVFOR and its 

key regional partners have protected 450 WFP vessels and enabled the safe delivery of nearly 1.8 

million tonnes of aid into Somalia since the commencement of Operation ATALANTA in December 

2008. 

 SEA VIGIL.     A maiden Pan –India coastal defense exercise was conducted from 22-23 Jan 

19. The exercise witnessed simultaneous activation of all stakeholders in the coastal security construct 

for the first time, and the largest mobilization of assets of maritime security agencies/ stakeholders in 

India. Similar exercise is planned to be conducted on a biennial basis.  

 CUTLASS EXPRESS.     The annual multinational maritime exercise Cutlass Express 2019 

commenced on 30 Jan 19 near Djibouti, Mozambique and the Seychelles. Maritime forces from East 

Africa, West Indian Ocean nations, Europe and the US, as well as several international organisations 

are participating in the exercise. The eighth iteration of the maritime exercise is sponsored by US Africa 

Command (AFRICOM) and conducted by US Naval Forces Africa. 

 Nigerian President Rejects Maritime Security Bill. On 04 Jan, Nigerian President informed 

the federal lawmakers of his rejection of the Maritime Security Operations Coordinating Board 

(Amendment) Bill 2018. The President said that he refused assent to the Maritime Security Operations 

Bill because the proposed amendments will create distortions and duplications with the functions and 

operations of the Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency (NIMASA). The President, 

however, urged for passing the Suppression of Piracy and Other Maritime Offences Bill that was 

currently before the National Assembly to achieve a more comprehensive review of operations in the 

maritime sector, within the objective of realigning its agencies for more efficient service delivery and 

focus on the security of the country’s maritime frontiers.  

 Weather Forecast. A monthly weather forecast for the IOR region has been uploaded on 

IFC-IOR website for reference. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Gulf of Aden Watch 

 

Events of Interest 
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https://mareeg.com/indian-warship-escorts-wfp-vessel-off-somalia/ 

 

https://seanews.co.uk/  

  

https://www.icc-ccs.org/ 

 

http://www.pviltd.com/ 

 

http://www.recaap.org/ 

 

https://www.fleetmon.com/ 

  

https://gcaptain.com/ 

 

https://maritimebulletin.net/ 

  

https://www.thejakartapost.com/  

  

https://www.rferl.org/  

  

www.9news.com.au/ 

 

https://www.iol.co.za/ 

 

https://www.forevernews.in/ 

 

https://connectgujarat.com/ 

  

https://zeenews.india.com/ 

  

https://www.theguardian.com/ 

   

https://www.philstar.com/ 

 

https://www.mast-security.com/ 

 

https://at-sea.mschoa.org/media/  

 

http://shipsandports.com.ng/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEWS LINKS 

 

https://seanews.co.uk/security/piracy/pirates-attack-msc-mandy-off-benin-in-west-africa/
https://maritimebulletin.net/2019/01/03/ferry-aground-passengers-evacuated-lombok-indonesia/
https://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2019/01/08/one-dead-in-oil-tanker-blaze-off-hong-kong.html
https://www.rferl.org/a/four-ukrainians-dead-as-cargo-ship-sinks-off-turkey-s-black-sea-coast/29696142.html
http://www.9news.com.au/
https://www.mast-security.com/
https://at-sea.mschoa.org/media/
http://shipsandports.com.ng/
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 Remain cognizant of the regional and international environment affecting maritime security 

and safety in the IOR.  

 

 Establish linkages and coordinate with national agencies and multinational constructs that are 

relevant to maritime safety and security. 

 

 Maintain a Common Operational Picture (COP) in the unclassified domain, for the IOR and 

beyond. 

 

 Share country specific COP and share maritime security/ safety related information of common 

concern with participants.  

 

 Liaison and interact with other maritime stakeholders by means of regular visits, seminars, 

workshops, exercises (Maritime Security/ MARSEC) and training modules (MDA, MARSEC, HADR 

etc). 

 

 Collate, analyse and disseminate information related to maritime safety and Humanitarian 

Assistance and Disaster Relief (HADR) requirements from sea. 

 

 Generation of Incident Reports and Situation Reports (SITREPS) on incidents and Vessels of 

Interest (VOIs) and share with concerned agencies. 

 

 Publish a Monthly Report and Advisories as required. 

 

 Host Liaison Officers from participant countries.  

 

 Disseminate unclassified information relevant to submarine safety.  

 

 Trend and Predictive Analysis of historical data gathered from various national and 

international agencies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHARTER OF IFC-IOR 
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Disclaimer 

Information collated in the IFC-IOR’s monthly report has been derived from various internal 

and external linkages such as partner nations, other maritime stakeholders, agencies and open 

sources. The report aims to undertake analysis of incidents by establishing trends and 

anomalies to ensure safety and security of mariners and seafarers. The objective is to generate 

an overarching picture to assist local enforcement agencies to understand the existing maritime 

security situation in the region. While due care and effort has been taken to ensure veracity of 

data, due diligence may be exercised for subsequent usage of information contained therein. 

IFC-IOR requests and seeks assistance of all stakeholders to report incidents in the region to 

undertake accurate predictive and prescriptive analysis and build a comprehensive picture of 

existing threats in the maritime domain.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Contact 

In case of any incident at sea, suspicious approach or unusual observed activity at sea, 

please contact the IFC-IOR:- 

Email: - ifc-ior.gurugram@navy.gov.in 

Tel: -  +91 1242208385 

Fax: -  +91 1242209385 

   

 


